Got this as a forward?

If you unsubscribe from the FSU Law Focus, you will only be unsubscribed from the newsletter and not other emails from FSU Law.

Student Recruitment Committee Work

The job of the Student Recruitment Committee is to help attract qualified and diverse students who will make a difference in the admission decisions being made. If you are willing to assist with recruiting is by volunteering to participate in the Optional Interview Program. Applicants opt in to the program and for many prospective students, this interview is their most positive and decisive memory of their legal education experience. Having participated as an interviewer, you will have a better understanding of how the admissions process works, and will be able to connect with prospective and admitted students. Committee members also connect with prospective and admitted students by participating in virtual Preview events, virtual practice panels and events. As many hands make light work, the committee is always looking for assistance in recruiting students by participating in virtual Preview events, virtual practice panels and events.

Through the dedication of the committee's efforts, we have connected with a diverse and academically successful group of students. Committee members also connect with prospective and admitted students by participating in virtual Preview events, virtual practice panels and events. As many hands make light work, the committee is always looking for assistance in recruiting students by participating in virtual Preview events, virtual practice panels and events.

Given how much we have accomplished, today is already one of the brightest moments for the FSU Law Alumni Association Board of Directors. Together, we have already made more today than the board could have accomplished in a year. Tomorrow, we will continue to work together with Dean O’Connor and the FSU Law faculty and staff to pursue the diversity, equity, inclusion and excellence that will define this new season of the pandemic. In continuing to respond to the renewed and urgent demands for social justice through both the Board of Directors has witnessed Dean O’Connor and her leadership team act quite literally standing on the word "leadership." Any time they looked up, the players would see their leaders would lead practice, motivate the players, evaluate their progress and adjust the game plan. Any time they looked up, the players would see their leaders...